Stony Brook Undergraduate Biology
Part-Time Faculty

Kimberly Bell, PhD – Lecturer (kimberly.bell@stonybrook.edu)
Coryn Cange – Lecturer (coryn.cange@stonybrook.edu)
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer (ivan.chavez@stonybrook.edu)
Esau Cruz Gutierrez – Lecturer (esau.cruz-gutierrez@stonybrook.edu)
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer (alexandra.damprisi@stonybrook.edu)
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer (jeffrey.ecklund@stonybrook.edu)
Erica Falcone, MA – Lecturer (erica.falcone@stonybrook.edu)
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor (sharee.sandler@stonybrook.edu)
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer (christina.giordano@stonybrook.edu)
Farnaz Hadaghian – Lecturer (farnaz.hadaghian@stonybrook.edu)
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor (sangeet.honey@stonybrook.edu)
Poorna Kannan – Lecturer (poorna.kannan@stonybrook.edu)
Matthew Lee – Lecturer (matthew.lee@stonybrook.edu)
Simeiyun Liu – Lecturer (simeiyun.liu@stonybrook.edu)
Christa Pappalardo – Lecturer (christa.pappalardo@stonybrook.edu)
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer (sujata.pawagi@stonybrook.edu)
Sarah Perrotta – Lecturer (sarah.perrotta@stonybrook.edu)
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer (stuart.plotkin@stonybrook.edu)
Yasharah Raza – Lecturer (yasharah.raza@stonybrook.edu)

Tiffany Richards – Lecturer (tiffany.m.richards@stonybrook.edu)

Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor (matthew.schmidt@stonybrook.edu)

Richard Schwamb – Lecturer (richard.schwamb@stonybrook.edu)

Jennifer Shapp – Lecturer (jennifer.shapp@stonybrook.edu)

Husain Sodawalla – Lecturer (husain.sodawalla@stonybrook.edu)

Kevin Talento – Lecturer (kevin.talento@stonybrook.edu)

Kate Valerio – Lecturer (kate.valerio@stonybrook.edu)

Jason Wu – Lecturer (jason.wu@stonybrook.edu)